Abstract -The goal of this paper is to present advantages of remote controlled 500W integrated electrical drive using infrared communication. A costeffective, low pin count device for implementing IrDA standard wireless connectivity is used. Placing this device between Pocket PC (graphical user interface) and microcontroller (the hart of the speed motor system) is explained in details. Paper also shows performance and reliability of proposed communication showing advantages comparing to standard RS-232 interface.
I. INTRODUCTION 
EVERY second year 4 IEEE Sociates organize Student
Contest: "International Future Energy Challenge", with a purpose of bringing innovations in the field of energy generation, distribution and utility. This year the demand was to make an integrated Single-Phase Adjustable Speed Motor Drive with certain performances.
Innovations in motors and motor drive systems that produce deep cuts in losses and costs for home (appliance) use, or that could replace "universal motor" brush machines in residential applications, need to be developed. Target hardware costs are US$40 for a combination of motor, power electronic driver, and controller that can operate from a single-phase residential source, deliver This paper is presenting proposed model of Integrated single-phased motor system as a result of a student project that took part on International Future Energy Challenge, organized by four IEEE Societies (www.elnergychallenage.org). Group On the other side, TVR's shortcomings are advantages of IrDA standard. IrDA standard provides data flow in both directions. By having this capability, you can "ask" controlled device if it had received data correctly. This handshaking allows data transfer without error. Also, data transfer speed is much higher (from 9.6kbit to 16Mbit, depends on standard used [2] ).
In order to take a closer look to IrDA standard we can follow the (B) . From this moment PocketPC is aware that there is one IrDA device present. The same procedure can be made with seven devices; every device has its own time slot response. MCP2140 always responds after first timeslot (peak of B pointer). If PocketPC wishes to connect with MCP2140 it will go through discovery phase (C) exchanging information about each other capabilities. After that, both devices enter NCM (D). This moment is indicated with DSR and CTS lines going low. In this mode devices can talk to each other with effective data rate of ,240bytes/sec (this depends on microcontroller software realization). Figure shows one byte being sent from MCP2140 (E). These short peaks are IrDA frames shown on figure 2. Devices can stay in this mode indefinitely long until one of them wishes to disconnect (F).
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Figure 5 NDM, DM and NCM time diagram; PocketPChigher signal, MCP2140 -lower signal
After that devices enter NDM again (G). You must note that changing from NDM to NCM is much faster than on this picture. Longer time scale is made on educational purpose.
At the end, we must note that other part of an IrDA communication system is properly written software for PocketPC. Software implementation on one of many application development programming tools exceeds this paper dimension. While developing this system we have provided application source code on our internet address [5] * comparing to RS232/485 like wire connection IrDA does not suffer on electromagnetic interference * simple implementation on both sides: embedded and personal computer system identical programming tools for application development on Notebook and PocketPC platforms (Win32 API, MFC, .NET Framework)
V. CONCLUSION
Today, all serious computing equipment is shipped with IrDA port. During our project development we had in mind using Notebook and PocketPC platforms. Application code writing is done with same development tools. Therefore, choosing a right platform is not programming tools question. The right choice is more connected with physical nature of infrared light. Since infrared light has limited angle of transmitting and is highly concentrated it would not be so easy to place Notebook in right position sometimes. As a result, PocketPC is better choice. Notebook could still be used in our application as data acquisition server. User would collect data from different sources with PocketPC and then would transfer data to Notebook via IrDA, Wi-Fi or Bluetooth.
